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Sexual tension accelerates the race to unravel a complicated puzzle in the latest romantic thriller from the
New York Times bestselling “mistress of adrenaline” (Booklist).
An Ancient Legacy
Lately, the gods are not smiling on Isis Magee. How else can she explain the bizarre events that have led her
on a relentless high-stakes chase from Seattle to London to Cairo in search of the elusive tomb of history’s
beautiful and enigmatic queen Cleopatra?
A Hidden Treasure
Isis has only two leads: a fragmented trail of clues offered in rare moments of lucidity by her father, a oncerespected archaeologist whose last dig ended in disaster, and the unique sixth sense of sexy Lodestone agent
Connor Thorne.
The Passion of a Lifetime
Connor also encountered tragedy in the Egyptian desert not long ago, and as Isis pulls him deeper into her
mission to restore her father’s reputation, he is secretly plotting a revenge of his own. Propelled across wild,
untamed sands by vicious unknown forces, the duo is seduced into a labyrinth of secret chambers. When they
fear they can go no further, they surrender to their incendiary desires and discover that the prize each
separately seeks may be waiting at the end of the same dangerous road.
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From reader reviews:
Theodore May:
Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important behave, like
looking for your favorite publication and reading a guide. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can add
your knowledge by the publication entitled Relentless. Try to make book Relentless as your pal. It means
that it can for being your friend when you really feel alone and beside associated with course make you
smarter than ever before. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you a lot more confidence
because you can know almost everything by the book. So , we need to make new experience and knowledge
with this book.

Cornelius Callaghan:
Do you among people who can't read pleasant if the sentence chained in the straightway, hold on guys this
particular aren't like that. This Relentless book is readable by you who hate those perfect word style. You
will find the details here are arrange for enjoyable reading experience without leaving actually decrease the
knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer associated with Relentless content conveys the thought
easily to understand by most people. The printed and e-book are not different in the articles but it just
different in the form of it. So , do you nevertheless thinking Relentless is not loveable to be your top
checklist reading book?

Carlos McNerney:
The publication untitled Relentless is the publication that recommended to you you just read. You can see
the quality of the guide content that will be shown to you. The language that writer use to explained their
ideas are easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of study when write the book, therefore the
information that they share for you is absolutely accurate. You also can get the e-book of Relentless from the
publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Rick Fairchild:
What is your hobby? Have you heard that question when you got pupils? We believe that that issue was
given by teacher for their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. And you also
know that little person including reading or as reading through become their hobby. You need to understand
that reading is very important in addition to book as to be the matter. Book is important thing to add you
knowledge, except your teacher or lecturer. You get good news or update regarding something by book. A
substantial number of sorts of books that can you go onto be your object. One of them is niagra Relentless.
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